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Case Study: ParkMyCloud Delivers 
Dramatic and Immediate Values at 
Foster Moore 

ParkMyCloud’s customer base 
has grown more than forty-six 

times, expanding beyond smaller 
and mid-tier environments 

to include large enterprises, 
government, and MSPs.

Introduction
In 2015, EMA represented ParkMyCloud as a compelling Vendor 
to Watch1 while it was still a very early entrant into the market for 
cloud cost optimization. We stated, “Rarely is a vendor’s solution 
as well targeted in terms of function and value as ParkMyCloud’s 
software as a service (SaaS) offering to minimize infrastructure 
utilization costs across Amazon Web Services’ (AWS’s) Amazon 
Elastic Compute (EC-2) platform.” We concluded, “The very 
minimal deployment and administration requirements (one might 
argue there are virtually none), combined with the very fast return 
on investment, speak strongly for why EMA views ParkMyCloud 
as a vendor to watch.”

Since that time, ParkMyCloud’s customer base has grown more 
than forty-six times, expanding beyond smaller and mid-tier environments to include large enterprises, 
government, and MSPs. It has also evolved to support Azure, Google Cloud, and Alibaba Cloud, as 
well as AWS, along with advances in integrations like ChatOps. The platform also supports more 
automated approaches to governance and policy oversight, as well as defining logical groupings 
based on service or other requirements. 

In the spring of 2019, Turbonomic acquired ParkMyCloud, with a parallel but complementary focus 
on cloud automation. The two companies will continue to function autonomously, while leveraging 
their combined strengths to yet further accelerate their benefits to customers. 

The following interview underscores why ParkMyCloud is so successful, and why it should continue 
to be a top-priority resource for any organization seeking proactive cost control over their cloud 
environments.

Interview with Melanie Metcalfe, Director of Project Support 
for Foster Moore 
Can you share a little background on the company you work for and your business?
Our company does online registries to support a variety of public and private businesses and 
organizations worldwide. That includes helping ensure secure and relevant transactions with 
geographical awareness of different government and legal requirements, while automating what 
would otherwise be time-consuming processes. It’s a fascinating industry and very transformative. 
We can help established organizations and developing countries accelerate their growth. This can 
be an especially big help for third-world customers, as well as unique and challenging financial 
businesses, government organizations and other environments. As a company we have also enjoyed 
significant growth, doubling in size over the last four years.

1 “EMA Vendor to Watch: ParkMyCloud,” October 2015.
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ParkMyCloud simply tells 
you, “These are the facts.” 

That’s what I like!

That’s impressive. What about your IT organization?
We are growing along with our company, but our IT organization remains compact and focused—
only about 25-30 people. We are concentrated in New Zealand, but cloud aids us quite a bit in 
enabling critical data and transactions to be more localized.

What, more specifically, is your role? 
I’m the director of our project support office, with direct reports ranging from four to seven people. 
We oversee our company’s projects and business initiatives to help assess and plan related costs 
and progress in context with business needs. We ensure that our managers have all the visibility 
over their projects as they evolve, including the initial planning stage. We also deliver our reports 
directly to our CFO and CEO, and our information is shared with our board of directors. 

As you can imagine, this can keep us quite busy. We may have as many as one hundred projects 
going on at any time, including those for our customers in the early planning stage, those fully 
launched, and those internal projects in support of our own organizational development, including 
infrastructure upgrades and the move to the AWS public cloud. For our customer-driven projects, 
we bring together out-of-the-box capabilities with localized specialization, including branding, logos, 
and unique legal requirements. 

Can you tell me more about your move to cloud? 
On the customer side, the move to cloud greatly facilitated out international outreach. This way, 
many of our clients can have information stored within their country, so we’re using ParkMyCloud to 
gauge and plan cloud usage based on geographical specifics, as well. Internally, cloud has become 
a great resource for increased flexibility and cost savings. Currently, we’re using about 280 EC2 
instances, and about 90 Relational Database Services (RDS) in AWS. We are not yet fully migrated, 
but getting close.

How did you select ParkMyCloud?
We selected ParkMyCloud about three and a half years ago 
because it was very simple to use, very effective, and produced 
immediate cost savings. It was, and I believe it still is, very 
competitively priced. It is above all very intuitive—really clean 
and clear. It doesn’t require interpretation or overhead time spent 
in assessment. ParkMyCloud simply tells you, “These are the 
facts.” That’s what I like!

The ParkMyCloud solution also stood out among the competition because the market is flooded 
with products that appear to offer similar services, but when you get down to the nitty-gritty, these 
products require a lot more dashboards and a lot more money to accomplish the same thing.

Can you share more about how you’re using ParkMyCloud today?
We use ParkMyCloud in conjunction with the AWS billing console. The two tools work together very 
well, and the data matches up and correlates automatically—which was another plus in selecting 
PMC.

I took on the manager function and ownership of ParkMyCloud when it was handed over to me and 
my team about three years ago. Since then, the product has continued to evolve, with new features 
and rollouts. At first, we concentrated on leveraging the product primarily as a framework for cost 
allocation. As soon as we did this, we saw a lot more immediate buy-in for our initiatives, including 
progressive migration to the cloud. 

I should mention that the buy-in to save money started from a baseline in which we were running our 
operations internationally 24x7. This was because our clients were in multiple time zones around 
the world. In some environments they were testing, while other services needed to run even while 
people were sleeping. Originally, we had the attitude, “just let everything run.” There wasn’t much 
questioning and no real cost allocation across budgets and projects.
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About 80% of our employees 
are using ParkMyCloud with 

varying degrees of frequency, 
each with a significant level 
of trust, and persona-driven 

access to the product. 

But as soon as we started tagging our usage, we saw our rather large AWS bills with more clarity. We 
could start loading cost against all projects in terms of profit and loss. People all across the company 
took an interest. In fact, ParkMyCloud data almost immediately intrigued our CFO, CEO, and our 
board of directors. Of course the project managers, themselves, had far better visibility into the costs 
assigned to their project—they could not only account for costs, but could predict their costs.

As a next step, we realized we could go beyond cost allocation to scheduling and right-sizing 
proactively, which is where ParkMyCloud really comes into its own. We could also manage project 
requirements in terms of who should have access to the decision making, as well as access to 
override planned actions based on role, responsibility, and areas of interest, such as compliance 
and cost.

Are there any other additional benefits you’ve seen?
To date, ParkMyCloud has saved our company more than $3.5 
million, based solely on direct AWS savings, but not including 
the added levels of efficiency we’ve achieved in planning and 
managing our projects. 

Another benefit is breadth of usage. About 80% of our employees 
are using ParkMyCloud with varying degrees of frequency, each 
with a significant level of trust, and persona-driven access to the 
product. Managing access and administering ParkMyCloud are, 
in fact, strikingly easy. Core administrative overhead is almost 
nothing.  

Finally, I would like to add that PMC’s support is very good. Other 
companies can be engagement-heavy. I find that frustrating. We 
frankly don’t have time for that. ParkMyCloud is very direct and 
succinct when support is invited, and their online database is 
excellent. 

EMA Perspective
In one of its own surveys, ParkMyCloud estimates that the average CPU reading for public cloud 
virtual machines is 4.9%! This makes a clear point as to why cost and project governance are critical, 
and why such investments can more than pay for themselves. 

In line with this, the interview here underscores a number of features that help define ParkMyCloud’s 
industry success, and why it stands out. Some of the more pronounced include:

• Extremely fast time to value with minimal to no administrative overhead
• Clearly-defined capabilities that don’t leave you lost or guessing amidst a mix of different screens
• Well-evolved functionality for project management and governance
• Strongly-defined automation services that can be easily scheduled on a per-project basis
• Value in business planning at the executive level that, in this case, reaches right up to the CFO, 

CEO, and even the board of directors
EMA is pleased to see that ParkMyCloud has evolved to now support the full breadth of company 
requirements with a striking (80%) stakeholder utilization rate across multiple roles. It has become 
established not only as a powerful technical resource, but also as a strategic enabler for critical 
business planning, along with strongly automated, ongoing project governance. EMA expects to see 
ParkMyCloud continue to expand its customer base as a much-needed platform for supporting cloud 
migration and optimizing both technical and business requirements in the public cloud.
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About Enterprise Management Associates, Inc.
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